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Abstract

Nuclear know-how cannot possibly be developed globally in developing countries, so
technology transfer is the only conceivable way to make nuclear power accessible to these countries.
Technology transfer process accounts for three mayor steps, namely acquisition, assimilation and
diffusion, so a serious nuclear power program should comprise all of them. Substantial national efforts
should be made by developing countries in financial, industrial, scientific, organizational and many
other aspects in order to succeed a profitable technology transfer, but developing countries cannot
make it by themselves. Finance is the biggest problem for developing world nuclear power projects.
Human resource qualification is other important aspect of the nuclear power technology transfer,
where technology receptor countries should prepare thousands of professionals in domestic and
foreign schools. Challenge for nuclear power deployment is economical, but also social and political.
Developed countries should be opened to cooperate with developing countries in meeting their needs
for nuclear power deployment that should be stimulated and coordinated by an international body
which should serve as mediator for nuclear power technology transfer. This process must be carried
out on the basis of mutual benefits, in which developed world can exploit the fast growing market of
energy in developing world, but with the necessary condition of the previous preparation of our
countries for this technology transfer.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power is the only viable non-fossil alternative, which is a proven and mature
technology that can meet the growing demand for electricity in the developing world, in
keeping with the objectives of energy security and environmental congeniality. As an
advanced technology, nuclear know-how cannot possibly be developed globally in developing
countries, so technology transfer is the only conceivable way to have the nuclear power
promoted there [1].

Technology transfer process accounts for three major steps, namely acquisition,
assimilation and diffusion, so a serious nuclear power program should comprise all of them
with specific activities for each one:

Acquisition involves technology selection (PWR, BWR, HWR, LMPR, etc.),
feasibility study considering cash flow, contractual agreement discussion, etc. One
country is in better conditions to choose the nuclear power technology more adequate
to its political, economical, social, cultural and environmental characteristics if it
counts with an experienced scientific staff capable to make selections and
recommendations from an integral point of view about some technology, which means
that human resource preparation and qualification should be scheduled as an initial
stage in the indigenous nuclear power program.

- Assimilation deals with technology adaptation to specific conditions of the receptor
country, technical, economical, organizational, social and environmental valuation of
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its functioning, technology development and improvement based on the acquired
experience during its exploitation, etc. In this respect, nuclear power technology
assimilation is possible only if the country has reached a certain level of industrial
development, in addition to the manpower requirements needed for above step. Below
a critical level, only Build, Operate and Transfer (BOT) channels may make the
introduction of nuclear power (or other adequate ways in which the required national
involvement is very low).

- Diffusion consists in the technology generalization and deployment to the different
economy and services branches. Great technology autonomy is reached with this step,
in which countries become nuclear technology suppliers also. Backward engineering
techniques and technology transfer centers play an important role in meeting this
purpose. Leading technologies such as material related, microelectronic, high
precision mechanic among many others, much reach its maturity.

Substantial national efforts should be made by developing countries in financial,
industrial, scientific, organizational and many other aspects in order to succeed a profitable
technology transfer, but developing countries cannot make it by themselves.

An international consensus should be get involving developed world in a special way,
which is the only possible source for founds, technology and personnel training needed to
fulfil developing countries nuclear power programs and decrease the amounts of fossil fuel
usage for electricity generation, resulting in a smaller dependency of developing countries on
energy imports, less degradation of local and regional environment and a diminishment of
greenhouse gases emissions.

2. ACTUAL SITUATION AND THE NUCLEAR POWER DEPLOYMENT

Finance is the biggest problem for developing world nuclear power projects [2]. Some
of them have been canceled and others have been stopped during construction for this reason.

Because of the rigorous safety standards needed for construction, operation and
decommissioning of nuclear power plants, spent fuel management and nuclear wastes
disposal, as well as the leading technologies involved in these process, nuclear power projects
become extremely expensive. Developed countries, as technology suppliers, should adequate
the actual nuclear power technology standards to the necessities, and even more to the
possibilities of developing countries as technology receptors, by developing prototypes based
on modular design, intrinsic safety, low and medium power, etc., with the purpose of turn
nuclear projects competitive with respect to fossil projects. They should, in addition, adopt
flexible positions in terms of payment agreements.

As nuclear power is both an energy source and a development mean for the socio-
economic status of the country, a great infrastructure is required to carry out nuclear power
programs, opening spaces for science and technology activities under the government
responsibilities having R&D centers and technology transfer centers in subordination [3].
Technical universities should be created and updated to respond the necessity of new
professionals in new technology.

Human resource qualification is other important aspect of the nuclear power
technology transfer, where technology receptor countries should prepare thousands of
professionals in domestic and foreign schools, beginning in many cases by creating their
domestic school. Technical and scientific staff preparation should be scheduled as one of the
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initial steps in the indigenous nuclear power program as well as specialist preparation in
quality assurance, management of technology capabilities, etc. Developed countries should
play an important role in meeting the qualification personnel needs of developing world,
including this aspect in the technology package, opening a plan of scholarships, fellowships,
master degree courses, doctor degree courses and training courses for developing countries in
all required branches, promoting inter-governmental agreements for developing countries
universities and technical institutes creation and updating, etc.

Rudimentary or none activities in the field of energy, electricity and nuclear power
planning are carried out in developing countries, so electricity expansion plans are made in
general on empirical bases and no optimization strategies are followed. In this respect
DECADES project [4] should play an important role in the comparative assessment of
different energy sources for electricity generation, as a modern and accessible tool for
developing countries.

Spent fuel management and waste handling and storage is other important aspect
tailing nuclear power use. With the deployment of the nuclear power in developing countries
a big amount of nuclear wastes will be generated, and temporary storage facilities and final
repositories will be needed in a long term future.

Finally, nuclear power technology transfer should not be conditioned to economical,
social, or political concessions or adjustments in developing countries. It must not be taken as
a domination mechanism of some developed countries over developed world.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

There are many aspects to be considered for achieving nuclear power deployment in
developing countries as stated in the previous topic, but only joined efforts can propitiate the
adequate international climate to solve them in order to perform a satisfactory evolution of the
nuclear power programs.

Nuclear power deployment should be stimulated and coordinated by an international
body which should serve as mediator for nuclear power technology transfer under stated
conditions. In addition, regional cooperation blocks should play an important role in
exchanging experience and serving as mutual support in negotiations. Maturity and expertise
reached by IAEA in these fields should not be neglected.

Then, challenge for nuclear power deployment is economical, but also social and
political [5]. Developed countries should be opened to accept this reality and to cooperate
with developing countries in meeting their needs for nuclear power deployment, and to play
an active role in the international body mentioned above. This process must be carried out on
the basis of mutual benefits, in which developed world can exploit the fast growing market of
energy in developing world, but with the necessary condition of the previous preparation of
our countries for this technology transfer. On the contrary, developing world will find a no
way out situation in which the attempts to satisfy its energy needs will be done by choosing
"cheaper" technologies based on fossil fuel firing [6], with the resultant increasing of their
dependency on energy imports, basing their energy security on the uncertainties of fossil fuel
prices and increasing the global emissions of greenhouse gases, etc.
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